**Grand Annex Tech Specs**

**Front of House:**

- Allen & Heath GL2400 Live Console Mixer
- DBX 13S Band Graphic Equalizer
- 3 QSC K12 12” Active/Powered PA Speakers
- QSC KSUb Powered Subwoofer (1,000 Watts)
- 2 Lexicon MX200 Dual Reverb Effect Processor
- T.C. Electronics Compressor

**Monitor:**

- 4 Kustom self-powered monitors
- 2 Yamaha BR12M – 12” 2-Way 300 Watt Passive Floor Monitor
- QSC RMX2450 Power Amp
- 2 Harbinger APS12 150 Watt Active Powered Speaker
- DBX 231S Dual Channel 31-Band Graphic Equalizer
- TC Electronics Triple C Dynamics Processor

**Microphones:**

- 1 Shure 520 “Green” Bullet Harmonica
- 2 MB 4k audio Technica condensers
- 4 Shure SM58 Dynamic Vocal
- 1 Shure 555 Dynamic Vocal
- 3 Wharfedale Pro DM3.0 Dynamic
- 4 SM57 Dynamic Instrument
- 1 Beta 52A Kick Drum

**Direct Box:**

- Radical ProAV2 Passive Stereo Dual Channel
- Horizon Stereoline Passive Dual Channel
- Rolls Matchbox DB25 Passive
- Behringer Ultra-DI 600P

**More information upon request at (310) 833-4813**